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Abstract

For wireless channels, interference mitigation tech-
niques are typically applied at the packet transmission level.
In this paper, we present the Havana Framework for sup-
porting integrated adaptive-QOS that also responds to im-
pairments over multiple time scales that are present at the
flow/session level. Our framework is based on three differ-
ent mechanisms that operate over distinct adaptation time
scales. At the packet transmission time scale, a channel
predictor determines whether to transmit a packet or not
depending on the state of the wireless channel. At the
packet scheduling time scale, a compensator credits and
compensates flows that experience bad link quality. Over
even longer time scales an adaptor regulates flows taking
into account the ability of wireless applications to adapt to
changes in available bandwidth and channel conditions.

1. Introduction

There has been considerable discussion in the mobile
networking research community about the most suitable
service model for the delivery of mobile multimedia over
wireless networks. One school of thought believes that the
radio can be simply engineered to provide wireline type
hard-QOS assurances (e.g., guaranteed delay or constant
bit rate services). While others argue that the wireless link
can not be viewed in this manner because of inherent time
varying environmental conditions evident in radio commu-
nications (e.g., fading). In this case, wireless services lend
themselves to more adaptive QOS approaches [8] or better
than best-effort service paradigms [11].

In this paper, we take our lead from the “adaptive
camp” and propose the Havana Framework for applica-
tion and channel dependent QOS control. Our approach
incorporates adaptation techniques for packet scheduling

and application-level rate control taking into account wire-
less channel conditions and the ability of application level
flows/sessions to adapt to these conditions over multi-
ple time scales. We argue that an adaptive-QOS service
paradigm is suitable for the delivery of voice, video and data
to mobile devices.

We introduce an integrated adaptive-QOS model
founded on the notion of exchanging state information be-
tween mechanisms capable of responding to different time-
varying wireless characteristics. These mechanisms oper-
ate over three distinct time scales and include apredictor,
compensator andadaptor. An arbitrator monitors the
state of each component coordinating their operation in
an integrated and systematic manner. Channel prediction
allows the arbitrator to defer transmission to mobile de-
vices experiencing time varying conditions (e.g., fading).
Channel prediction, however, can not compensate mobile
devices that have previously experienced ‘outages’ due to
poor channel conditions. To address this issue the arbi-
trator interworks with a compensator to deliver enhanced
throughput to mobile devices. The compensator attempts
to resolve any unfairness issues experienced by different
spatially distributed receivers and operates on the packet
scheduling time scale. When persistent fading conditions
exceed the operational range of the compensator, the arbi-
trator activates the adaptor module to support further adap-
tive actions. The adaptor is designed to operate over even
longer time scales than the compensator taking into account
application specific semantics (e.g., packet priorities within
a flow/session) in the case of severe channel degradation
or variations in available bandwidth. Ideally the integrated
adaptive-QOS model should be used in conjunction with
adaptive modulation/coding techniques and other interfer-
ence mitigation techniques (e.g., smart antennas, multi-user
detection, power control) in order to achieve optimum per-
formance from the application level to the physical commu-
nication link.



In this paper, we present the design, implementation and
evaluation of the Havana Framework which includes the
predictor, compensator and adaptor modules operating over
a simulated wireless IP network supporting IEEE 802.11
last hop wireless LANs. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses previous work in the area of channel
prediction, compensation and adaptation. In Section 3, we
present an overview of the Havana Framework for wireless
communications. Section 4 presents the evaluation of the
system and its components in an incremental fashion. First,
we analyze the performance of the predictor module in iso-
lation. Next, we add the compensator module to the pre-
dictor and show the benefits of compensating flows under a
variety of wireless channel conditions. Finally, we add the
adaptor module to the predictor and compensator and show
how the fully integrated system works in unison to deliver
application and channel dependent QOS over wireless net-
works. We conclude in Section 5 with some final remarks.

2 Related Work

Previous work in the area of channel prediction, com-
pensation and adaptation has mainly focused on the perfor-
mance of individual mechanisms and their operation in iso-
lation. In contrast, we argue that aintegrated viewof the
problem must consider prediction, compensation and adap-
tation mechanisms working in unison. Such an approach,
we argue, will lead to a more comprehensive solution to the
delivery of media to mobile hosts over wireless packet net-
works.

Much of the literature that discusses compensation
mechanisms for flows in response to fading conditions as-
sume either perfect prediction of the channel state or some
apriori knowledge of the channel behavior. In [1] for exam-
ple, fade periods are considered to last between 50 to 100
msec. Given this assumption, the scheduler defers transmis-
sion to a mobile device for a period of 50-100 msec when
a fade occurs. In [3], the base station assumes it has in-
stantaneous knowledge of channel conditions. In [12] link
layer acknowledgments are used to determine if a packet is
received correctly or not. A packet exchange protocol that
uses Request-To-Send (RTS) and Clear-To-Send (CTS) as
a channel predictor is proposed in [5]; however, no evalua-
tion of the scheme is discussed. In this paper, we evaluate
the use of RTS-CTS as a channel predictor and show the
limits of such an approach.

A mechanism for compensation of flows in wireless net-
works is presented in [12]. Flows unable to transmit pack-
ets due to channel fading conditions are credited for future
transmissions when the link returns to a good state again.
This strategy, however, has the drawback that a flow com-
ing out of a fade condition will be immediately compen-
sated in one operation. This raises a number of performance

issues. Even if the maximum compensation is bounded,
it will introduce delays for other flows having good link
qualities. This problem is resolved in [3] by limiting the
amount of bandwidth that ‘leading flows’ (i.e., flows re-
ceiving more bandwidth than requested) provide to ‘lagging
flows’ (i.e., flows receiving less bandwidth than requested
due to past fading conditions) as part of the compensation
strategy. In this paper, the compensator limits the amount
of one-time compensation. We do not, however, couple the
amount of compensation given to lagging flows with ‘lead-
ing’ bandwidth. Rather, we base our compensation strategy
on the availability of unused bandwidth in the system and
limit compensation given during periods of high load. Our
scheme therefore, does not maintain state associate with
‘leading flows’ to compute compensation given to ‘lagging
flows’. This results in a greatly simplified compensator de-
sign. The compensator mechanism discussed in this paper
is based onDeficit Round Robin(DRR) [14], an implemen-
tation of Fair Queuing which provides throughput fairness
among flows.

The adaptor mechanism proposed in this paper is capa-
ble of operating on an end-to-end and wireless hop basis.
The end-to-end component is application specific and reg-
ulates traffic at bottleneck wireless access points over the
end-to-end time scale. The other component of the adaptor
is similar to mechanisms such as Random Early Detection
(RED) [4] or RED with ‘In’ and ‘Out’ priorities (RIO) [2]
in the sense that the adaptor drops packets when there is
congestion due to packet loss triggered by bad channel con-
ditions. The main goal of RED and RIO is to maximize the
utilization of an output link shared by several flows. This
differs from the design of our adaptor, which attempts to
maintain buffer occupancy at a level that assures high pri-
ority packets (e.g., ‘In’ traffic) can be forwarded with high
probability even when unexpected bad channel conditions
or bursty data are observed. The adaptor attempts to meet
this goal without dropping packets prematurely in order to
achieve good utilization across wireless links. The buffer
drop level in our adaptor scheme (as discussed in Section
3.3) can be dynamically set using a measurement-based pro-
tocol in comparison to RED and RIO where drop marks are
typically statically configured in advance.

We argue that the prediction, compensation and adapta-
tion mechanisms need to operate in an integrated and sys-
tematic manner to meet the challenge of delivering real-time
services over wireless packet networks.

3 The Havana Framework

Network dynamics found in wireless networks are the re-
sult of several different system interactions operating over
multiple time scales. These time scales range from received
signal strength variations in the order of nanoseconds to
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deep fade situations or variations in available bandwidth oc-
curring anywhere between hundred of milliseconds to min-
utes. It is well known that several mechanisms such as mod-
ulation, forward error correction, automatic repeat request
(ARQ) and interleaving are very useful in dealing with fast
radio channel impairments at the packet transmission level
time scale. It is unclear, however, which mechanisms are
the most appropriate when channel impairments become se-
vere and go far beyond the operational range of these mech-
anisms. The adaptive-QOS model introduced in this section
attempts to take this time-varying behavior into account by
operating over three distinct time scales in response to wire-
less network dynamics.
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Figure 1. The Havana Framework

Figure 1 (a) and (b) illustrates the wireless network
model and the Havana Framework, respectively. The wire-
less network model assumes that gateway routers (GW) in-
terconnect a set of cellular access networks to the global
Internet as illustrated in Figure 1 (a). A cellular access net-
work comprises one or more forwarding nodes that can be
configured to provide access points (AP) to mobile hosts.
The main controller of the Havana Framework is a central
arbitrator present at each wireless access point as illustrated
in Figure 1 (b). The access point model comprises adata

path, which includes a packet classifier, state dependent
packet scheduler and MAC as illustrated in Figure 1 (b).
In addition to the data path acontrol plane comprises a
number of QOS mechanisms that support the data path’s
buffering, packet processing and forwarding capability. An
arbitrator coordinates and passes state information between
the predictor, compensator and adaptor. Before a packet can
be transmitted, the arbitrator requests the predictor to test
the state of the wireless link. Depending on the state of the
channel, the arbitrator will either initiate the transmission
of a packet or arrange to buffer the packet and trigger the
compensator to ‘credit’ the flow-state. When a flow’s buffer
is about to overflow, the arbitrator invokes the adaptor to
configure suitable filters in the adaptor to drop low priority

packets. In what follows, we will briefly describe the oper-
ation of predictor, compensator and adaptor. For full details
of the framework see [6].

3.1 The Predictor

Channel prediction allows a transmitter to probe the state
of the wireless channel before transmitting a packet. If the
predictor detects that the channel is in a ‘bad’ state then
the packet remains queued in the scheduler for later trans-
mission and the flow-state is ‘credited’ accordingly. If the
channel is detected to be in a ‘good’ state then a packet is
transmitted [5]. Previous work on channel prediction either
assumes that the state of the channel or the duration of bad
link periods are known in advance [5] [3] [12] as discussed
in Section 2. In practice, however, the state of wireless links
cannot be entirely predicted in advance.

To estimate the state of the channel, we have imple-
mented a simple handshake probing protocol based on the
RTS/CTS mechanism. Our channel predictor operates as
follows. Before the start of packet transmission to a mo-
bile device a short probing RTS packet is sent to the des-
ignated receiver. The mobile device responds by sending a
CTS packet as an acknowledgment to the RTS. If the CTS
packet is received intact the state of the channel is assumed
to be good. If on the other hand, the CTS is not received
after a given timeout then the channel state is considered to
be bad. The assumption is that the RTS or CTS could have
been corrupted, lost or incorrectly received because degrad-
ing channel conditions may manifest as increased bit errors
and loss of signal at the receiver.

In IEEE 802.11, RTS-CTS is used in DCF mode to com-
pensate for the hidden terminal problem, which can lead to a
very high numbers of collisions for channels that are heavily
loaded. However, even if RTS-CTS fails because of chan-
nel errors, the transmitting mobile device always assumes
the problem is a result of hidden terminals and will back-off
before trying again. During PCF operation, the access point
is able to acquire the channel before any neighboring mobile
devices in the coverage area. Therefore, there is no need to
use RTS-CTS to prevent collisions in this instance. Rather,
any packet received in error in the PCF mode is unambigu-
ously the result of channel conditions. In our framework
the predictor operates in PCF mode to verify the state of the
channel. In the IEEE 802.11 PCF mode the access point al-
ways initiate transmission for both downlink (transmitting
the packet) or uplink (polling a mobile device). Therefore,
RTS-CTS can be used for both downlink/uplink transmis-
sions.

Since the predictor avoids unwarranted multiple retrans-
missions to a receiver in a bad channel state, the channels
throughput is enhanced. In Section 4, we present an evalua-
tion of the predictor mechanism. Channel prediction, how-
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ever, does not provide any compensation techniques for re-
ceivers that have deferred transmission in the past due to bad
channel state conditions [1]. Although receivers in a good
state can benefit from the deferred transmission of receivers
in a bad state, they are not typically re-compensated after
the state of the deferred receiver becomes good. Therefore
a mechanism to ‘credit’ and ‘compensate’ flows/sessions is
necessary.

3.2 The Compensator

Our compensator uses a modified version of Deficit
Round Robin (DRR) [14] to ‘credit’ and ‘compensate’
flows in response to potential unfairness experienced by
mobile devices due to different channel conditions. Trans-
mission of data packets using DRR is controlled by the use
of a quantum (Q) and adeficit counter (DC) [14]. The
‘quantum’ accounts for the quota of bytes given to each flow
for transmission in each round, whereas the deficit counter
keeps track of the transmission credit history for each flow.
A ‘round’ is defined as the process of visiting each of the
queues in the scheduler once. At the beginning of each
round, a quantum is added to the deficit counter for each
flow. The scheduler visits each flow comparing the size of
the deficit counter with the size of the packet at the head of
the queue. As long as the packet size is smaller than the
deficit counter the packet will be transmitted over the wire-
less link and the deficit counter reduced by the packet size.
When the packet size is greater than the deficit counter the
transmission of the packet is simply deferred. In this case,
the scheduler does not decrement the deficit value in the
flow-state table for the next round but simply moves to the
next flow in a round robin order. As long as the quantum
size is larger than the maximum packet size the system is
work-conserving [14].

In the case where the quantum size for all flows is the
same, an equal allocation of the wireless link is achieved.
Making the quantum size for some flows different leads to
Weighted Round Robin (WRR), which allows for a propor-
tional sharing of the wireless link according to the weights
given to each flow [14].

We have modified Deficit Round Robin by adding a
compensation counter (CC) that is maintained for each
receiver. The compensator counter maintains the necessary
state information when the mobile device defers transmis-
sion. For each round,�CCi additional bytes are allocated
if the compensation counter forflowi is positive, where
� is a value between 0 and 1. The value of� represents
the fraction of the compensation credit given in one round.
Each time�CC bytes are consumed to compensate a flow
its compensation counter is decreased by the same amount.
This action compensates receiver sessions that were de-
ferred in previous rounds due to bad channel conditions. To

this end, even if the channel has estimated a bad channel
state (hence the data packet is not transmitted), the deficit
counter for the receiver is decreased by the quantum size.
In return for this decrease the compensation counter for the
session is increased by the quantum size1.
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Figure 2. Compensator Operation

An illustration of the operation of the compensator is
shown in Figure 2. The figure shows a snapshot of the
scheduler at the beginning of a round and after the quan-
tum and compensation bytes have been added. The scenario
shows three active flows associated with three different mo-
bile devices with the sum of the allocated rates equal to the
system capacity (i.e., the system is fully loaded). In this
exampleDCmax

i
= 2 � Qi for eachflowi. Figure 2(b)

illustrates the state of the scheduler at the end of the first
round. The following events take place during the round:
(i) channel prediction for flow #1 detects a bad channel and
the scheduler defers the transmission of the packet, update
the compensation counter by the quantum size and reduced
the deficit counter by the same amount; (ii) prediction for
flow #2 indicates a good channel and the scheduler trans-
mits the packet reducing the deficit counter by the packet
size which is a normal weighted round robin operation; and
finally (iii) prediction for flow #3 indicates a good channel
and two packets are transmitted and the deficit counter de-
creased by the packet size. Figure 2(c) illustrates the state of
the scheduler at the beginning of next round whenQi plus
�CCi bytes are added to the deficit counter for each flow
i if the compensation counters is positive. Note that only a
portion of CC forflow1 andflow3 is added to their deficit
counter so thatDCi �DCmax

i
.

The choice ofDCmax is a design parameter. Choos-
ing a smallDCmax will reduce the latency bound but in-
crease a flow’s compensation time. In contrast, choosing

1Compensation for the proposed scheme will vary between 0 and the
quantum size according to the observed system load.
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a largeDCmax increases the latency bound during periods
of heavy load but decreases the compensation time. Since
only a fraction ofCC is used for compensation, CC can be-
come large without affecting the latency bound of flows in
the system. Because of this observation we do not limit the
maximum size of the compensation counter.

3.3 The Adaptor

The final component of our integrated adaptive-QOS
model exploits the ability of applications to adapt to channel
dependent conditions or variations in available bandwidth
over longer time scales. The adaptor includes two compo-
nents that support the notion of adaptive wireless services;
these are:
�buffer controller, which operates over the wireless

hop; and
�regulator, which operates on an end-to-end basis.
The buffer controller responds to adverse network con-

ditions by dropping low priority packets while the regulator
performs end-to-end rate control over longer time scales if
adverse network conditions persist. The buffer controller
and regulator work in unison to deliver adaptive wireless
services to mobile devices. The regulator assumes that there
is a buffer controller at the access point which responds
to severe network conditions experienced over the wireless
hop. Conversely, the buffer controller assumes that there is
a regulator operating on an end-to-end basis that maintains
low buffer occupancy rates at the wireless access point.

The Havana Framework supports the delivery of adap-
tive wireless services to mobile devices that require mini-
mum and maximum bandwidth assurances. Adaptive wire-
less services are regulated by the buffer controller and end-
to-end regulator and attempt to keep the service semantics
meaningful to the user during periods of changes in channel
conditions or available bandwidth. Minimum bandwidth
provides support for abase-QOSwhereas maximum band-
width supportsenhanced-QOS.

Adaptive wireless services provide preferential deliv-
ery of base-QOS when the channel conditions degrade and
enhanced-QOS when additional bandwidth becomes avail-
able or as channel conditions improve. The buffer controller
is responsible for dropping packets in response to these con-
ditions. Different priorities are represented using a priority
field in the IP packets associated with the flow. A signaling
protocol based on INSIGNIA [9] is used to establish adap-
tive wireless services on an end-to-end basis and also to re-
port the measured receiver’s QOS to the source. Both base
and enhanced-QOS require admission control to establish
adaptive wireless services.

Many existing transport protocols (e.g., TCP) are not
well suited to delivering multimedia over existing IP net-
works. In contrast, UDP is more suited to delivering con-
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Figure 3. Adaptor Model

tinuous media but lacks any adaptation capability. RTP [13]
does, however, incorporate adaptation mechanisms allow-
ing applications to regulate and respond to observed net-
work conditions (e.g., jitter and bandwidth availability).
Using end-to-end regulation in this manner limits the like-
lihood of persistent high buffer occupancy rates for queues
maintained at the wireless access point during periods of
channel or bandwidth degradation. The end-to-end regula-
tor responds to degradation over longer time scales by regu-
lating source traffic to match it to the bottleneck bandwidth
experienced at the wireless access point.

Enhanced-QOS packets are dropped before base-QOS
packets in the case of congestion or poor channel conditions
persisting. In the Havana Framework, the buffer controller
supports this operation by partitioning per mobile device
buffers into normal and adaptation regions as illustrated in
Figure 3:
� normal region: during normal operations the buffer oc-

cupancy is likely to be small when the channel is in a good
state. The lowest position of the drop mark is delimited by
a ‘lower’ bound as illustrated in Figure 3.
� adaptation region: when severe channel degradation

persists, the buffer occupancy can reach high levels. In this
case the controller may be forced to drop packets to main-
tain service semantics. The adaptor dynamically sets ‘drop
marks’ between a lower and upper bounds in per mobile de-
vice buffers. When the buffer occupancy goes above these
drop marks, the arbitrator notifies the adaptor which con-
figures suitable filters in the packet classifier to drop low
priority packets (e.g., enhanced-QOS packets) as illustrated
in Figure 3.

Several access point buffering scenarios are illustrated in
Figure 3. In the figure, two adaptive flows are supported
by per-mobile queues with all best effort traffic aggregated
into a single best effort queue. Flow 1 in Figure 3 illus-
trates the case where a flow consists of three different pri-
orities. This could represent a video flow that comprises a
base layer and two enhancement layers. Flow 2 in Figure
3 illustrates a flow having two priorities. This could repre-
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sent a web session with base text information and enhanced
picture quality or audio and video multiplexed into a single
end-to-end session.

The optimal position of the drop marks in per mobile
buffers depends on the acceptable buffer occupancy. As-
suming a regulator operates on an end-to-end basis (e.g.,
TCP flow control or RTP rate control), we expect the source
to match its rate to the bandwidth available at the wireless
access point. When the predictor is operational, the aver-
age number of packets in the buffer will increase as the
length of fade periods increase. If the average buffer oc-
cupancy is small the drop mark should be correspondingly
large. This allows the wireless link to operate at a relatively
high throughput without dropping packets. When the aver-
age buffer occupancy is large, the drop mark should be set
small. This allows the buffer controller to drop low priority
packets saving buffer space for high priority packets in case
of severe network conditions.

Lower and upper thresholds bound the position of the
drop mark in the buffer as illustrated in Figure 3. Initially,
the drop mark can be set arbitrarily between the lower and
upper bounds. The buffer controller then adjust the position
of the drop marker according to the following rules: (i) drop
marks will be increased bydeltabytes at discrete time in-
tervals, and (ii) drop marks are set to the lower bounds any
time the buffer occupancy crosses the upper bound. The
time interval for adjusting the drop marks can be a fix time
interval or can be set as a function of the round robin sched-
uler. This interval should be larger than the round interval
to avoid processing overhead.

4 Evaluation

In this section we provide an evaluation of the Havana
Framework, which is implemented using the NS-2 simula-
tor [10]. We present the evaluation of the system and its
components in an incremental fashion. First we analyze the
performance of the predictor module in isolation. Next, we
add the compensator module to the predictor and show the
benefits of the compensation scheme to credit and compen-
sate flows under a variety of wireless channel conditions.
Finally we add the adaptor to the predictor and compen-
sator and show how the composite system works in unison
to deliver application and channel dependent QOS in wire-
less networks.

4.1 Channel Prediction

Two main factors govern the accuracy of the channel pre-
dictor: (i) the packet size influences accuracy (e.g., channel
prediction for small packets is typically more accurate in
comparison to larger packets); and (ii) the rate at which the
radio channel changes between good and bad state. In what

follows we analyze a single wireless hop between an access
point and several mobile devices based on IEEE 802.11 op-
erating at 2 Mbps. The IEEE 802.11 code suite [10] was
modified for the predictor to operate in the PCF mode as
discussed in Section 3.1. Each mobile device receives a
constant bit rate stream with the same packet size used for
all flows. A two state Markov model is used to model the
good and bad state transitions of the wireless channel. Even
if the state of the channel is predicted in error, we continue
with the transmission of data packets to verify the accuracy
of the prediction.

Figure 4 shows simulation and analytical results for the
predictor scheme discussed in Section 3.1 for channel pre-
diction using a packet size of 800 and 40 bytes. RTS and
CTS packets are 20 bytes in length as defined by the IEEE
802.11 standard. Each point on the x-axis represents dif-
ferent wireless channel conditions (e.g., average duration
of good and bad state periods)2 whereas the y-axis shows
the probability of good channel prediction. The good chan-
nel holding times are 10 times longer than the bad chan-
nel holding times. Each point in this figure represents an
average of approximately 1000 packet transmissions in the
simulator. Figure 4 highlights that analytical and simula-
tion results closely follow each other (for analytical results
refer to [7]). We have divided Figure 4 into three different
regions of interest.
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Figure 4. Predictor Accuracy vs. Packet Size

� region I: transitions between good and bad states occur
at very high frequency (e.g., every few bytes). In this case,
the RTS-CTS and DATA-ACK packets are corrupt due to

2We use bytes as a measure of holding times in Figure 4 because it is
easier to compare the holding times of good and bad channel states with
the size of the packet.
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channel errors with very high probability resulting in accu-
rate channel prediction.
� region II: transition between good and bad states be-

comes similar to the packet transmission time scale caus-
ing the accuracy of the predictor to decrease rapidly. This
is because the channel observed by the predictor packets
(RTS-CTS) and the channel observed by the data packets
(DATA-ACK) may be different leading to incorrect channel
prediction.
� region III: transitions between good and bad states are

2-3 orders of magnitude greater than the packet transmis-
sion time scales; therefore RTS-CTS and DATA-ACK pack-
ets will observe the same channel resulting in accurate pre-
diction.
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Figure 5. Predictor Accuracy vs. Good/Bad State
Ratio

Figure 4 shows the evaluation of the predictor perfor-
mance for two different packet sizes. As indicated the accu-
racy of the predictor becomes less effective as the packet
size increases. The optimal transmission packet size for
wireless LANs (e.g., 1.5 Kbytes in IEEE 802.11) is rela-
tively large. For communication systems where large pack-
ets are commonplace this will inevitably lead to an increase
in the uncertainty of channel prediction algorithms.

Figure 5 shows simulation results for channel prediction
for a packet size of 800 bytes and three different good/bad
channel state ratios (viz. 10/1, 1/1, 1/10). Each point in this
figure represents an average of approximately 1000 packet
transmissions in the simulator. When the channel ratio is
high (e.g., 10/1) the accuracy of the predictor diminishes
because bad channel periods corrupt either RTS-CTS or
DATA-ACK packets but not both of them leading to poor
channel prediction. When the channel ratio is small (e.g.,

1/10), bad channel periods are likely to corrupt both RTS-
CTS and DATA-ACK packets leading to good channel pre-
diction.

We observed from Figures 4 and 5 that the accuracy of
the predictor drops off as the channel state transitions be-
come similar to the packet transmission time scales. Other
channel-mitigation methods (e.g., forward error correction,
interleaving, etc.) may, however, improve the accuracy of
prediction for fading transitions at the packet transmission
time scale.

4.2 Predictor and Compensator

In what follows, we show the throughput achieved by
mobile devices when combining the predictor and compen-
sator mechanisms under the same channel conditions. We
then compare the throughput for a wide range of channel
conditions and establish boundary conditions on the perfor-
mance of the predictor and compensator modules.
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Figure 6. Throughput Performance using Prediction
and Compensation

Using our NS-2 implementation of the predictor and
compensator we simulate a single wireless LAN with ten
active mobile devices to highlight the benefit of using the
predictor and the compensator modules. Two of the mo-
bile devices receive adaptive wireless service with a base-
QOS of 500 Kbps and packet size set to 500 bytes. The
remaining mobile devices establish TCP sessions as back-
ground traffic consuming best-effort bandwidth. In this ex-
periment the WRR scheduler is configured to support ap-
propriate weights using the in-band signaling protocol [9]
to establish the session. The average holding times in good
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and bad states are set to 20,000 bytes and 8,000 bytes, re-
spectively3. These holding times represent a challenging
environment to test the operation of the compensator. For
the selected transition rates the predictor has an accuracy
above 95 percent as shown in Figure 5. If the channel is
predicted in error, transmission is deferred and transmission
for the next flow/session is carried out as described in Sec-
tion 3.2. In this exampleDCmax

= 2 � Q, which results
in the maximum amount of compensation bytes given to a
flow in one round is twice the quantum size for that flow.
Figure 6 shows throughput traces for one of the 500 Kbps
flows under three different configuration conditions which
include:

1) the scheduler alone;
2) the scheduler with the predictor; and
3) the scheduler, predictor and compensator.
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Figure 7. Throughput Performance

Through incrementally adding each module of the com-
posite experimental system we can clearly evaluate the ben-
efit of each module on the overall performance of the sys-
tem. As shown in Figure 6 when the standard WRR sched-
uler is used in isolation (i.e., without prediction and com-
pensation) the effects of channel errors greatly diminish
throughput. When the predictor is added to the system the
throughput to the mobile devices improves but does not
reach the requested bandwidth of 500 Kbps as illustrated
in Figure 6. The final configuration considers the predictor
and compensator working in unison with the scheduler. The
arbitrator detects bad channel conditions efficiently, defer-
ring transmission and compensating flows when the link de-
grades and improves, respectively. In this case, the predictor

3Dividing the value in bytes on the x-axis by 2 Mbps will provide the
equivalent holding time in seconds.

and compensator deliver the requested 500 Kbps through-
put to the mobile device as illustrated in Figure 6. Figure
7 compares the throughput achieved for a wide range of
wireless channel conditions under finite/infinite buffer con-
ditions. The channel ratio is set to 10/1 for the experiment.
Each point in this figure is the average of 10 runs of the
simulation. Three different configurations are considered:

1) the scheduler alone;
2) the scheduler with the predictor, compensator within-

finitebuffer space and;
3) the scheduler with the predictor, compensator withfi-

nitebuffer space.
In the case of the final configuration we configure the

buffer capacity for flows to accommodate a maximum of
10 packets only. In Figure 7 we divided the graph in four
different regions of interest (viz. regions A,B,C,D):
� region A: channel state transitions occur on a very fast

time scale with a resulting throughput of zero.
� region B: channel state transitions are fast, however,

good state periods are long enough to allow the transmis-
sion of packets. We observed from the results that the later
two configurations (2 and 3 above) perform as poor as the
first configuration (1 above) due to the poor accuracy of the
predictor in this region.
� region C: channel state transitions are 1-2 order of

magnitude greater than the packet transmission time scales
resulting in very accurate prediction. However the bad
channel periods are not long enough to overflow the buffer
in region C. As a result, the later two configurations (2 and
3 above) are observed to have similar performance as illus-
trated in Figure 7.
� region D: duration of bad channel periods are 3-4 or-

ders of magnitude greater than the packet transmission time
scales resulting in buffer overflow. As a result, for a good
state holding time of106 bytes the performance of the first
and last configurations (1 and 3 above) are similar. In
this experiment the arbitrator makes no distinction between
packets dropped. Region D in Figure 7 represents the oper-
ational range over which the adaptor can provide enhanced-
QOS when applying selective dropping.

4.3. Predictor, Compensator and Adaptor

The final part of our evaluation considers the complete
composite system in operation. We simulate the adaptor
using a single wireless LAN where three mobile devices
receive continuous media service using the scheduler, pre-
dictor, compensator, adaptor and arbitrator. Several mobiles
establish TCP sessions as background traffic that consumes
best-effort bandwidth with these flows joining and leaving
the system during the course of the simulation. A contin-
uous media flow supports the delivery of video based on
a “True Lies” MPEG2 video clip which delivers a multi-
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resolution flow with three video layers of resolution. The
base layer (BL) represents the main profile of MPEG2 re-
quiring 300 Kbps as base-QOS and two enhancement layers
(E1 and E2) represents two scalable profiles both requiring
100 Kbps each for enhanced-QOS. The size of the buffer
configured for the flow is configured to be 8000 bytes and
the lower and upper bounds are set to 2000 and 6000 bytes,
respectively. Because the flow contains three priorities, the
buffer controller drops third priority packets before second
priority packets, etc. The drop mark for third priority pack-
ets is automatically adjusted every 5 seconds if no buffer
overflow is observed during that interval. This adjustment
consist of increasing the drop threshold by 400 bytes after
each interval. Second priority packets are dropped only if
the buffer occupancy increases above 7000 bytes. For this
experiment we choose transition rates for the Markov model
in the range of region D from Figure 7 where the buffer oc-
cupancy is likely to experience overflow conditions.
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Figure 8. Adaptor: Buffer Occupancy Behavior

Figure 8 shows a trace of the buffer occupancy for two
configurations:

1) the adaptor configured with the scheduler, predictor
and compensator; and

2) the scheduler, predictor and compensator are present
but the adaptor is not active.

When the predictor, compensator and adaptor are
present, the arbitrator does not have to drop high prior-
ity packets (e.g., base-QOS packets) except in the case of
very deep fades. As shown in Figure 8, the position of the
drop mark for packets associate with the second enhance-
ment layer increases when the network conditions are good
and immediately backs off when overflow conditions are
observed at 40 and 87 seconds into the trace. At 40 seconds
into the trace the adaptor is able to maintain the minimum
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Figure 9. Adaptor: Throughput Evaluation

quality (e.g., base layer packets) whereas the non-adaptive
(i.e., where no adaptor is operational) trace overflows. Fi-
nally at 87 seconds into the trace the channel experiences a
deep fade that both adaptor and non-adaptor approaches are
unable to respond to.

Figure 9 shows the throughput trace captured under the
same operational conditions as discussed for Figure 8. In
the case where the adaptor is present we show which video
layers are delivered to mobile device during the simulation.
In addition, we show the throughput in the case were no
adaptor is present. Comparing the two traces shown in Fig-
ure 9, we observed that the non-adaptor trace achieves a
higher throughput compared with adaptor configured trace.
Figure 9, however, does not fully convey the behavior of the
system because this observation alone does not provide the
complete picture. Table 1 shows which percentage of pack-
ets were received and played-out at the mobile device for
each configuration4. As observed from Table 1 the adaptor
is able to maintain the minimum quality for a longer dura-
tion even when the resulting throughput is smaller than the
system where no adaptor is configured. Results from Ta-
ble 1 indicate that the adaptor achieves better utilization of
resources over the wireless hop.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have discussed the components of the
Havana Framework for wireless networks that include a pre-
dictor, compensator and adaptor all governed by a central

4These results do not include those packets that were received correctly
but could not be played out due to semantic issues. For example, enhance-
ment layer 1 (E1) packets received without the corresponding base layer
(BL) are useless and dropped.
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BL BL+E1 BL+E1+E2
without adaptor 94% 94% 94%

with adaptor 99% 96% 89%

Table 1. Adaptation Performance

arbitrator. We believe that the predictor, compensator and
adaptor mechanisms should work in unison rather than in
isolation to deliver adaptive wireless services. The imple-
mentation discussed in this paper is based on IEEE 802.11,
however, the ideas and results presented are broadly appli-
cable to emerging wireless protocol that need to respond to
QOS fluctuations in a controlled manner.

Simulation results have been presented. They indicate
that channel prediction accuracy diminishes quickly as the
packet transmission time scales increases and as the channel
state transitions approximate the packet transmission time
scales. The impact of the accuracy of channel prediction
on the performance of the compensator was analyzed. Sim-
ulation results indicate that the compensator is capable of
achieving fairness among flows in fading environments un-
less the channel predictor fails or buffer overflow occurs.

We have discussed the notion of application specific
adaptation. The adaptor module exploits the ability of ap-
plications to adapt to longer-average changes in available
bandwidth as well as shorter times scales changes such
as channel degradation when compensation alone is inade-
quate. The adaptor discussed in this paper attempts to keep
the deliver of packets semantically meaningful to applica-
tions by dropping lower priority packets first in responses to
degradation in channel conditions and available bandwidth.
Simulation results indicate that an integrated approach gov-
erned by the arbitrator and comprising the predictor, sched-
uler, compensator and adaptor provide the most effective
approach to delivering application and channel dependent
QOS in wireless networks.
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